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Harvard Puzzle  #28 

Instructions: Guess the words defined by 
the cryptic clues (words vary in length 
from three to ten letters, one is foreign, 
and three are capitalized), then enter them 
in the grid one after another in the same 
order as their clues, starting in the upper 
left corner. Across words that don't end at 
the right continue on the next row, and 
down words that don't end at the bottom 
continue in the next column. Eight across 
words and seven down words won't fit in 
the grid unless one of their letters is 
removed. Those fifteen letters, taken in 
order, spell a well known name. (Thanks 
to Kevin Wald '93 for test solving and 
editing this puzzle.) 
 

Across 
1. Chief officer, principal, and doctor 
2. City boss consumes large doughnut 
3. Scored--not as a musical composition 
4. Substance of assembly reported 
5. Unhappily, even true of making love 
6. Part that's made right with bog plant 
7. Author at the French school 
8. Fault in speech a burden for rules of 

grammar  
9. Twain performs for an idiot 
10. Clue about core of bulb and flower 
11. Clean end of big space 
12. Head of seven-pound cephalopod 
13. Tied in seventh 
14. Said to be satisfied about end of suit 
15. Manifest essence of poverty 
16. Dry northeast is tranquil 
17. Star Trek leader's place of worship 
18. Shares or trusts providing fallback 
19. Ending of our group's disturbance 
20. Story line involves one trial 
21. Heroic narrative in Japanese pictures 
22. Thread from veil covering a torn net 
23. Diana's performance in show 

Down 
1. Flexible set holds interest 
2. Stick up for every knight 
3. Perhaps mom and dad split 
4. Mend and curse 
5. Neater with one less metal molecule 
6. Hector started early, between 5 and 10 
7. Choreographer, female, replaces head of law 

enforcement group 
8. Doodles seem to captivate tenant 
9. Lavishes attention on deer around Troy 
10. Bulb is lit by one with a charge 
11. Bronco mare has a tuft of hairs 
12. To rent is wrong and corrupt 
13. Bird takes penny for automobile 
14. Christened Nancy with another name 
15. Expressive query into toluene explosion 
16. Bread with a bit of taste for bird 
17. Excellent duet played musical piece 
18. Thief is callous about dealing with money 
19. Kudos would be misplaced before you finished 

puzzle 
20. Muscly, ungainly, and gauche 
21. Victor wearing garlands and trousers 
22. Bogus French seal cracked 
23. Donors dropping off $1000 contributes to 

harmony in a place like Harvard 
 

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           


